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Abstract 
The positive temperature Gibbs state of a scalar boson field 
with a relativistic local self-interaction in two space-time 
dimensional Minkowski universe as constructed in ~1] is not 
relativistic invarianto We prove in this paper that the 
corresponding state in the De Sitter universe is actually 
1 
relativistic invariant if the temperature is given by T = 2~R 
where R is the constant radius of curvature of the De Sitter 
universe. Moreover the construction gives that the Schwinger 
functions or imaginary time Wightman functions are the moments 
of a generalized Markoff process on the sphere of radius R. 
* Supported in part by the Italian Ministry of Education. 
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0. Introduction 
In a recent paper [11, a Markoff field approach has been applied 
to the study of statistical mechanics for interacting bosons 
in two space-time dimensions, without cutoff. The Gibbs state at 
positive temperature is explicitely constructed and it is 
proved that for every positive temperature the thermodynamic 
limit exists and is unique for the polynomial and exponential 
interactions. This is achieved by showing that the Schwinger 
functions at positive temperature 
Gibbs states at temperature 1 ) [3 
1 (the imaginary time fl 
are equal to the Schwinger 
functions (in the usual terminology) for the interacting field 
In turn this is proved in a periodic box of length p .. 
{3 
expressing the functions S· by means of a F.K.N.-type formula 
which links the Gibbs state at temperature ; to a Markoff 
field on the cylinder S f3 >- R (S~ is the circle of length r ) 
which becomes the euclidean Markoff field on R2 associated 
with the 0 temperature theory when the curvature of the 
cylinder goes t.o 0, L. e. when p -~ oD • 
The lack of relativistic covariance contained in the 
definition of Gibbs state has, as an imaginary time counter-
part, the lack of euclidean covariance of the associated 
Markoff field and, roughly speaking, is measured by the 
1 
magnitude of or, in other words, by the radius of curva-(3 
ture in time direction of the manifold supporting the 
associated Markoff field. This suggests the possibility of 
carrying out the construction of an invariant Gibbs state for 
a boson scalar field in a finite, homogeneous, isotropic 2-
dimensional universe with constant curvature in spatial 
direction (the so called De Sitter universe) by means of a 
Markoff field on a sphere, at least if the temperature of this 
universe is chosen equal to (2nR)-1 , where R is the radius 
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of curvature of the universe. 
The symmetry of the structure of the De Sitter universe 
makes it easier to deal with the difficulties arising from the 
lack of a global system of coordinates. On the other hand, the 
De Sitter Universe presents the advantage of having finite 
spatial extension and hence no infinite volume problemso 
In this paper we develop this idea merely by adapting the 
results set up in [''I] to this case, showing that there exists 
the positive temperature state or the Gibbs state at tempera-
ture ; ' for r = 2·--R, for a boson field in two-dimensional 
space-time with polynomial and exponential interaction and 
without cutoff and that this state is invariant under the 
De Sitter group. 
. . .., 
In this connection, the new results L2J on the removal 
of the momentum cutoff for polynomial interactions in 3 space-
time dimensions in the flat case suggest that, hopefully, in a 
De Sitter universe, because of its finite spatial extension, 
it will be possible to get the invariant Gibbs state in space-
time dimensions higher than two. 
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1. The two dimensional De Sitter Universe 
The metric of the 2-dimensional De Sitter universe is 
with 
R ::> 0 
corresponding to a static, homogeneous and isotropic solution 
of the Einstein field equations, with the condition 
(c = 1) 
where ~\. 0 is the density and p0 the pressure of the 
universe [3]. The tvm dimensional De Sitter universe can be 
embedded in a three dimensional flat space. It corresponds 
there to the hyperboloid: 
<;. 2 ~ 2 s 2 2 ( 1.1) $ 1 + 2 - 3 = R 
with 
s1 
.' 1 0 1 
= \~ (x ,x )x 
32 
rh 1 0 
= R f (x ,x ) (1 - (x1)2-(x0)2) 
4R2 
c, A-. 1 0 0 
-.5 3 = T (x ,x )x 
and the metric: 
d 2 ds 2 de 2 _ d.~J 2 
- s = .)1 + j2 3 (1.2) 
In turn by means of the )•s it is possible to define the 
Lemaitre-Robertson coordinates x' t' 
' 
which make the De 
Sitter universe's geometry more transparent: 
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tl 
t 1 x 12 
tl 
(" x 1eR ~2 R )1 = = R(cosh-- ~ e R 2R 
tl 
t' 12-
33 = R(sinh- + X e R) R 2R"2 
and 
2t' 
-ds2 = e~ dx 12 - dt 12 (1.4) 
In this system of coordinates the scalar and vector potential 
of the gravitational fields are 0. The trajectories of light 
·ays are straight lines. Furthermore, for every fixed time t, 
the metric is euclidean and the spatial distence from the 
origin of a point of coordinate x' is: 
t' 
R 1 = e x' (1.5) 
It is simple to verify that, because of this "expansion" the 
furthest place from where an observer placed in the origin of 
the spatial coordinates (x 1 = 0) can "have informations 11 (by 
means of light signals) is at distance which, for every tl 
' 
is equal to the constant D 
.L\.' the so called horizon of the 
universe. From (1.5) it follows that the visible part of the 
universe consists, for this observer, of the points that at 
time t 1 have coordinates 
-t' 
xl whose absolute value does not 
exceed eR" R • 
The De Sitter group is the group of transformations of the 
hyperboloid (1.1) onto itself, which leave invariant the metric 
(1.2); in other words it is the group of the orthogonal 
transformations in the euclidean space of the coordinates 
31' 32 and s·3 = i~3· The induced action of a transformation 
A ,. 
3 . ~ of the De Sitter group on the coordinates 
1'--
~· = x' c3.) ~ 
leaves ( 1.LI-) form invariant, i.e. 
I# 
X ' 
t I : 
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This is obviously true for any pair of generalized coordinates 
describing the De Sitter universe and in this sense the 
transformations of the De Sitter group are said to link 
Hequivalent systems 11 • 
In the coordinates ~ 1 , 32 , ~~ 3 the generatory of the 
De Sitter group are the following well known generators 
The one parameter subgroup of time translations should be of 
course a non compact one dimensional subgroup of the De Sitter 
group. It is well known that there is only one such subgroup 
up to inn er automorphisms, and its generator is in fact J3, 2 • 
We therefore introduce the coordinates ~ , t by 
s1 R . f = s~n R , ~2 = R cosh ~ cos * ' 33 = R "nh t SJ. R cos ~ 
-
oO<to::...c ~R ~ Cf..::. 1:\R. (1.7) 
...... -
-2- -2 
to get the points in the De Sitter universe parametrized in 
such a way that the transformation induced in the De Sitter 
universe by the translation t -7 t + ~ in the coordinates 
(1.7) is the action of the one parametric time subgroup of the 
De Sitter groupo 
Actually these new coordinates do not cover the whole 
De Sitter universe, but only the portion 
-R ~ 31 s R, ~2 ~ 0 -oo<S <C.. 00 (1.8) 
-- 3 
--
However, they cover exactly the visible universe of an 
observer who is at x' = 0 when t' = 0 (or equivalently 
~ = 0 and t = 0). In fact we have already mentioned that the 
visible world of this observer at 1itime 11 t' is 
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t' 
\x'\ ~ R e-ft"), which just by (1.3) implies (1.8). In 
the (~, t) coordinates the metric reads 
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The first drawing represents the visible world of an observer 
in the origin 0. 
31 = R sen~ 
R 
-~ 2 = R cosh t cos tf R R 
-00 < t ~ C() - ~R -!S ~ ~ ~ R 
3 3 = R senh ~ cos ~ 
The transformation 
onto the sphere 
t -- it maps the imaginary sphere ~ 1 , 3 2 , ~ ~ =d ~ 3 , 
~ 1 = R sen U( l R 12 = R cos t cos ~ R R 1 3 = R sen t cos 1 R R 
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2. The Hamiltonian of the De Sitter scalar field 
Formally T..rfe can construct the invariant classical action for 
the classical field ~ 
A = ;- (1 R L(4, ¥• ~) 1)\g\ d~ dt 
-<:>a)- lrR ~ 
2 
where L is a scalar lagrangian density and \g\ is the 
determinant of the metric matrixe Let us choose the scalar 
field lagrangian 
1 ik ~ Jh d _,h 2J? 
L = '2" (g Ox1 'f Oxk i- m 1 ) 
and the metric (1.9) so that 
1 
=-z 
The invariance with respect to the translations of t provides 
us vJith the conserved quantity 
For every arbitrary closed interval I' = (a• ,b'] stri·ctly 
contained in [~ ~ R, Y R] the form (2e0) can be written 
where ( ) is the scalar product in L2(I', (cos i)-1 d~) 
2 
and AI' is the unique strictly positive operator with fixed 
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selfadjoint boundary conditions defined, via the representation 
theorem, by the bilinear form 
r: r-\ 2 <-P du du 2 2 ~ l ( ':f.) -1 t(u,v) =,I' L cos R df d'f + m cos R uvj cos R dlf 
(2.1) 
The (2.1) can be put in more suitable form by means of the 
unitary transformation U 
given by 
X 
cUv) (x) = vI (x) = v(2R arctg eR - ~ R) 
r i Ti a' 
where I = la,bj with a = R log tg c4 + '21i) and 
fr' b I 2 b = R log tg Gr -:- '2R). On L (I,dx) we get from the form (2.1) 
t' (u' ,v') ,= f r ~· ~ + (cosh 1!)-2 u'v'l dx 
I L -
(2.3) 
The following properties are well known and easily checked for 
any such form. 
1) The unique strictly positive selfadjoint operator AI 
associated with (2.3) has discrete spectrum with eigenvalues 
~ 1 2 <. )... 2 2 .... < \n 2 < ... • of finite multiplicity and 
lim 
n 
same degree of increase as n2• \: 
n = 00 with the 
-sA 2 
Moreover e I , s > 0 is of trace class. (These are 
simple consequences of the fact that on L2 (I,dx) 
_L!I 2 + m ? 2 /j AI ~ - I + c 
for some c > 0 and oi' the minimax principle [ 4].) 
2) The square root AI of A 2 I is selfadjoint, strictly 
positive, with discrete spectrum consisting of eigenvalues of 
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finite multiplicity which grow to infinity at least as n does; 
-sA 
e I s > 0 is of trace class. Furthermore D(A1 ) = D(t') 
' 
D(AI2) is a core of AI. To achieve the non formal 
tlamiltonian of the quantized theory, let us consider the 
Hilbert space h1 of the real functions of f belonging to 
D(A1 ) :. D(t') equipped by the norm: 
where ( 
' 
) is the internal product on 2 L (I,dx). 
be the space of the complex functions square 
integrable w.r.t. the normal distribution on 
isomorphic with the symmetric tensor algebra 
Fock space '}Chi) constructed on hi (5}. 
Let 
and 
We define HI0 as the selfadjoint generator of the 
r itAI 
strongly continuous group of unitary operators I (e ) (the 
itAI 2 
second quantization of e ) on L (drhi). 
e 
-sHI 
The property 2) stated above implies immediatly that 
0 
is of trace class and that 
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3. The Gibbs state for the free scalar ~uantum field 
' 3.1 We can now define the Gibbs state' at positive temperature 
T =; with ~ = 2I!'R for the free De"Sitter scalar field of 
mass m by 
-2nRH O -1 -2~RH O 
WI0(B) = (tr e I ) tr(Be I ) 
where BE B(L2 (d~h )), the c*-algebra of bounded operators 
I I 
on L2 (dl-lh ). To, construct it explicitly we have to state a 
J I 
lemma, proved in [1], which ~dll provide us with the main 
tecynical tool in the following.. We need first to introduce 
some notations .. 
Let Q I be the Hilbert space of the fnnctions 3·c~,t) 
vlith ~E I' = [a', b '] and t E: [ 0 ' 2tiR l which are periodic 
in t, satisfy for every t the boundary condition of 2 AI' 
and have the norm: 
(3.1) 
finite. 
Equivalent characterization of QI are: 
1) the Hilbert space of the functions ) (x, t), x E I = [a, b J 
t E [o,2~RJ which are periodic in t, satisfy for every t 
the boundary conditions on AI 2 and have the norm 
\ c; , ~ 1 r 2nR f Cc);3 )2 c6~)2 c h x)-2 23L dt 
' ' = Jo I Lb t + ~x + cos R m ) (3.2) 
finite 
2) the Hilbert space of the functions 
of length 2~R in L2(I',(cos 1)-1df) 1 (t) from the circle equipped by the norm: 
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where ( , ) is the inner product in L2(I' ,(cos ~)-'1 d~). 
QI will indicate one of the above representations equivalently. 
the normal distributions over QI 
be the expectation w~r.t. d~I· E 0 I can 
be as well characterized as the expectation w.r.t. the 
generalized gaussian process t ' on [o,2nR] xI' with mean 0 
and covariance given by the Green function G1 ,(~,~·; t-t') of 
the selfadjoint operator associated with the form (3.'1) on the 
space of the functions on the sphere cut along the nparallels 11 
~=a' and l\' = b', square integrable w .. r .. t. the measure" 
dw = cos~ d ~· dt. Moreover E1 ° can be chaacterized as the 
expectation w.r.t. the generalized gaussian process p 
[o, 2nR J X I with mean 0 and covariance given by the 
function G1 (x,x'; t-t') for the selfadjoint operator 
d ':h ) 2 X -2 2 ~ 2 
- 'ot2 - 'ox~ + (cosh R) m = - Ot2 + .A 2 I 
on 
Green 
with the corresponding selfadjoint boundary conditionQ With 
respect to the variable t, it is then an ordinary 
homogeneous process and in particular the sharp-time stochastic 
variables ~ (f, t) are well defined for t E [ 0, 2nR J and 
f E c0oO (Int I) hy- the covariance 
EI°CpCf,O)~(g,t)) = 
-2~RA -'1 -tA -(2nR-t).A (f,(2.AI('1-e I)) (e I+e I)g) 
where ( ' ) is the scalar product in 2 L (I,dx). 
Finally we note that the unitary transformation 
j '(~, t) -7 ~' (~, t1-'t) on Q1 induces a d/~I -measure-preserving 
transformation and hence an isometric transformation on every 
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p 
L ( crQI), 1 5; p ~ --o , that will be indicated by O.C 
With these definitions we have: 
Lemma _3.0 If are in and 
-(211R-s 1 )HI0 
m- ' Fm-1e ) = 
\ -2nPt.AI\ -'1 0lm-1 J 1-e EI 1T o F. 
I . 0 s. J. J.= J. 
Remark The lemma remains true if, instead of F. Is J. 
(3.3) 
in 
L ..c (dfhi) we put in the left hand side of (3. 3) the time zero 
relativistic fields ?Cfi), fiE. c0qa(Int I), i.e .. the linear 
functionals on hi space given by [ ~ (f8 (1) = (l ,f) where 
( , ) is the scalar product in L2(I,dx). 
In fact, in this case, in the right hand side of (3.3) 
will appear just the 
stochastic variables 
(m-1)th momentum of the sharp time 
k (f. ,s. ) .. I J. J. 
* 3.2 We define now the C -automorphism on 
-itH O itHIO 
= e I B e 
For B e C in B(L2(dfhi)) the Gibbs state has the following 
properties: 
o O[l o o~ 1 
a) (A) I (B • CXI tJ (c)) =WI (Iii L-tJ (B) • C) 
b) (3.4) is analytic in t in the strip -111'R<Im. t < 0, 
continuous and uniformly bounded in the closure of the strip. 
c) (3.4) satisfies the IIT1S condition on the boundary 
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c.a d) If F0 ••• FmE L (dfh ) then 
o o · oi WI (F0 (j, I [t1l (F1 ) ••• D(I (tm] (Fm)) is analytic in 
-2Iffi < Im tm < • . • Im t 1 < 0, continuous and uniformly 
bounded in the closure of the hyperstrip and its value at 
imaginary points tk = isk, sk £ IR and 0 = s0 ~ s 1 ••• ~ sm = 
2nR, is given by 
m 
E 0 ( -rr 0 F ) 
I k'do sk k 
(3.5) 
As in the remark of the lemma 3.0, the property d) extends to 
the case in which F0 ••• Fm are substituted by the fields 
~(f0 ) ••• ~(fm). We will call the quantities 
the Wightman functions for the free De Sitter scalar field in 
the volume I. The corresponding imaginary time quantities 
will be called Schwinger functions for the same field. 
Let now .U be an open interval S2 C I and V(f), U(f),' 
f E c(; (Sl.) the standard unitary representation of the 
commutation relations in Weil form on L2 (dfhi). Explicitly, 
V(f) can be taken to be the operator of multiplication by 
ei~(f) ei(o/,f) for f E. hi and U(g) defined by 
U(g)F(Y) = FCf+g) for every F ~ L2(dfhi). Let us introduce 
the definitions: 
jt0 (Sl) is the smallest norm closed algebra in 
0 ~ n B(L~(dMh )) which contains V(g) and U(g), gb c0 ( ). 
- J I Jt 0 (n) is its strong clost~e in B(L2 (dfh )). 
A 0 denotes the norm closure of~lfi:0 <.lb\slc IRJ. 
As in the flat case the two following properties hold: 
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'1) A 0 (11) does not depend on the choice of the interval I 
as far as .Q c. I. 
Because ft 0 CS1) is a norm closed algebra faithfully 
represented in every B(L2 (d~hi)), it does not depend on the 
interval I, for 5l. c I. To see that Jt 0 (Sl), too, does not 
depend on I, we have to show that if Jlc I 1 C I 2 the strong 
topologies in B(L2 (~h )) and in B(L2 (dfh )) induce 
/- I 1 I 2 
equivalent topologies on }t 0 C~). In turn it is enough to prove 
that the measures obtained conditionating the generalized 
gaussian process of mean 0 and covariance given by the Green 
functions of the operators AI and 
1 
6"-algebra generated by ~(f), with 
AI with respect to the 
2 
f E c(; c.Jl) are 
equivalent. This is so because in the representation (3.2) 
we have 
2 ~2 2( x)-2 AI = 0~ + m cosh R 
as the selfadjoint operator on L2(I,dx) with some selfadjoint 
boundary condition at the endpoints of I. So we see that our 
free Hamiltonian is the same as the flat Hamiltonian with a 
quadratic perturbation. Since (cosh ~)-2 is bounded below 
by a positive constant on the finite interval I, we get the 
equivalence from the corresponding equivalence in the flat case. 
2) We have also the classical result about the finite 
propagation speed, i.e. if BE Jl O (Jl) then ~I O [t j (B) € _,q O (_Qe;) 
where ni: = ~ x\dist(x,))J < t~. 
In fact the proof [6] in the flat case is based only on 
the abstract Fock structure and on the property of the 
fundamental solution of Klein-Gordon equation to propagate 
inside the light cone, that is a general property of any 
hyperbolic equation and applies as well in our case where the 
K.G. equation for the field is substituted by 
- '15 -
~ 2 ~l ~ 2 2 X -2 ,r\)  I ( x, t ) = - (-  + m (cosh R) ) i ( x, t) 
ot ~x 
So Cl(I0 [t] is independent of I as far as .flt c I.. Let us 
0 0 denote this independent value by ~t (B). ext (B) is then a 
c *-isomorphism from A: 0 (.1\) into Jto c.Qt) for any Jl ' hence 
it extends to a C *-automorphism of ,_;q 0 • We define now the 
local algebra Jt 0 for the free field. Let ~(Jl) be the class 
of functions in L 00 ( dfh ) that are bounded continuous 
functions of a finite nu!ber o.f fields t (f1 ) •• ·f(fn) with 
f 1 ••• fnE c; (51.). Jt 0 will be the smallest norm closed 
c*-algebra in jlo containing all the operators of the form 
o(t 0 (F), tf F E )c5b. Jt0 is obviously invariant under(}.., tO. 
3.3 We are now in condition to state the main theorem on the 
existence of the limit state 00 °. Moreover we want to show 
that the infinite volume limit Wightman functions have 
covariance property with respect to the De Sitter group. 
Theorem 3.1 If Jt 0 is the local algebra for the free field 
and ~to is the c*-automorphism defined above, then on Jt 0 
there exists a state w0 with the following properties: 
i UJ0(B• t 0 (C)) = w0(~~t(B)·C) 
ii w 0(B·~0 (c)) is analytic in the strip 
-2rR <.. Im t < 0 and uniformly bounded in -2rR ~ Im t ~ 0 and 
satisfies the ID1S condition on the boundary 
W 0 (B. tl{ ~-i 2nR ( C) ) = W 0 ( C •~t ~ t ( B ) ) 
Furthermore if F0 ••• FnE.. '} (Sl) then w0(F0 ~ (F1 ) ••• ~ (Fn)) 
1 n 
is analytic in 0 > lm t 1 > ••• ) Im. tm > -2nR, continuous 
and uniformly bounded in the closure of this hyperstrip and 
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at imaginary time tk = -isk' 0 = s0 ~ s 1 •oe ~ sn = 2~ its 
value is given by 
0 0 0 0 n 4 Lv ( F0 rJ... • ( F1 ) o •• ct • ( F ) ) = E ( lT 0 kFk) 
-1s1 -1sn n k=O s 
(3.6) 
Here E0 is the expectation with respect to the generalized 
gaussian process with mean 0 and covariance given by the 
Green function G(lf,f'; t-t') for the operator -6-s+ m2 , 
where-L\s is the invariant laplacian on L2 (dC.U) the square 
integrable functions on the sphere of radius R w.r.t. the 
invariant measure dUl = cos~ d<f dt. 
-
iii if BE fr0 is in Ji0 Cll) for some open bounded 
interval Sl , then 
w 0 (B) = lim U) 0 (B) 
I71R I 
iiii if f 0 ,f1 , ••• ,fn E C~ (ll) for some open bounded 
interval Q then the limit 
exists and is invariant under the De Sitter group. 
The proof of i, ii and iii is contained in [1]. It 
follows from the finite propagation speed property, from 
lemma 3.0 and from the convergence of the Green function of the 
operator associated 'l:vi th the form (3. 1) on the cut sphere, 
with some selfadjoint boundary condition on a' and b', to 
the Green function of the operator where-!J. s is 
the invariant laplacian on the whole sphere whe··'\ 
I' -? [- ~ R, ¥ R} • The proof of the invariance of the Wightman 
functions requires only a slight modification of the Nelson's 
We already know that the limit (3.7) exists and is 
analytic in 0 > Im t ~ ) e o o Im t > -2JlR. 
... n 
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Let s0 (f0 ,s0 ; f,s, ••• tn,sn) = w0 (f0 ,-is0 ; fn,-isn), 
0 = s0 ~ s1 ••• ~ sn = ~' be the corresponding infinite 
volume limit Schwinger functions. By (3.6) they are expressed 
as the momenta of a generalized gaussian process with covariance 
G(~,~'; t-t') which is invariant under orthogonal transfor-
mations of the sphere. Hence they are all invariant under 
the same transformations. 
~ 
sin ~L . Q ... 1Y\ Let 1.1 = R t...:. 
L :f 
'f2 = 
R cos ..§. cos 0 "'- ~< 2 R R R -S-.. 
. s" ~~- rrR f~ -rr 1"3 = R Sln R cos R - 2 ~ ~ 2 R 
be a cartesian coordinatization of the sphere of radius R. 
By the euclidean covariance: 
~ ~ t ~ 0 ( lot. 0 1~ - l~ ~ ~~) S ( f 0' s 0 • • .. f n sn) = 0 (3.8) 
Because the S are analytic for 0 = ResO .C:. Res1 < .... Resn = 
2TTR and the 1 's are entire functions of si, the last 
equality (3.8) remains true for complex sk' sk = Ek + itk 
0 = ~ O <. £. 1 .. • • < E n = 21TR 
Taking nm..r the limit f k 7 0, 0 =E. 0 < £ 1 ••• < ~ n and noting 
that ~ 1 ~ S 1 , 12 ~ 3 2 , [ 3 _.,. S ' 3 we get the invariance of the 
Wightman functions under the De Sitter group. 
Until now vJe have obtained a sequence of distributions 
0 
wn (x1 oao xn) associated with the observer in the origin, 
well defined if x1 ••• xn are in the visible universe of this 
observer and invariant under De Sitter transformations that do 
not take the points out of the visible universe of the observer 
in the origino But because of the symmetry of the De Sitter 
universe under rotations around 53 axis, we can associate 
with any other observer, displaced from the origin by a 
rotation 8 , a set of Wightman functions defined by 
- '18 -
'>O& 
that is 
o-1 
oo• \7 
This definition is perfectly consistent and, as a matter of 
fact, independent of the observer. In fact, if the points 
x1 ••• xn are in the intersection of the visible universes 
of the two observers (that is necessary to compare experimental 
results), by the invariance property 
e-1 
• • • xn 
we get 
So actually we have got a sequence of general Wightman 
0 functions Wn (x1 ••• xn) that are well defined as long as 
there exists some observer s.t. x1 ••• xn are in his 
visible universe and that are invariant under every transfer-
mation of the De Sitter group. 
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4. The Gibbs state in the interacting case 
In two space-time dimensions, following the Markoff approach, 
we have only to construct the suitable multiplicative 
functional on the sphere of radius R, such to guarantee the 
invariance of the infinite volume limit Gibbs state. 
Let HI0 be the free Hamiltonian and let us put a = - b 
so that I is symmetric w.r.t.. the origin. 
Let us choose lE R such that 0 < 1 < b. Let us define 
the interacting Hamiltonian 
1 0 ! 1 HI = HI + 
-1 
: V(~(x)) ; (cosh ~)-2dx (4.1) 
where V(s) is, as usual, either a bounded below polynomial or 
an exponential function of the type 
v ( s) = f e(/.. s ay--e rx) 
where df.CJ..) is a positive measure with compact support 
contained in the interval (-2~,2~). 
The definition of the interacting term in (4.1) 
V(~(x)) ( x)-2 cosh R dx 
requires some care. The reason is that the covariance operator 
for the free vacuum is given by (- ~x~ + m2 (cosh ft)-2)-t and 
since we want to define the Wick ordering : V(,(x)) : 
independent of any space cutoff we have the problem that the 
function (cosh ~)-2 is not bounded below by any positive 
constant. In fact the Wick ordering with respect to the free 
vacuum leads to infrared divergences of the same type as for 
the corresponding mass zero model in the flat case. 
We shall therefore define the Wick ordering in (4.1) to 
be the Wick ordering with respect to the free Gibbs state at 
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temperature T = ~ with p = 2TtR. \ve have already seen that 
this Gibbs state restricted to functions of the time zero 
fields is actually the restriction of the Gaussian generalized 
:process on the sphere of radius R with covariance function 
equal to the kernel of c-A + m2 )-1 as a selfadjoint operator 
s 
on L2 (dw) where d W is the invariant meas. ure on the sphere 
and -A s is the invariant laplacian on the sphere. By 
2)-"1 + m exhibiting the singularity of the kernel of 
which is actually of the form 
1 d(W"' ,IJJ2 ) 1 • I 2TI og s~n 2 
( _IJ. 
s 
where d(w 1 ,w2 ) is the geodesic distance on the sphere 
between the :points C..O "1 and W 2 , we immediately get that (4-.2) 
is a well defined function of the generalized :process on the 
sphere which is actually measurable with respect to the sub- -
algebra generated by the fields at time zero and between -l 
and 1. 
H11 is essentially selfadjoint and bounded below. 
Moreover, as I is finite, we also have that HI1 has discrete 
-~H 1 
spectrum (bounded below) and e I is of trace class. The 
-fH 1 
computation of the trace tr e I gives for f = 21TR 
1 
-2trRHI 
tr e = 
\ 
-2nRA ~-1 -f2:rrR(l: V(~(x,t)):(cosh ~)-2dx dt 
1-e I Ero(e o J-1 ) = 
where [- :J R + E , '[ R -E] (£> 0) is the transformed by 
Ulli tary Operator u-"1 Of the interval [ -1 '1 J • p I (~' t) iS the 
generalized gaussian process with covariance given by the Green 
- 2'1 -
function of the laplacian on the cut sphere and 
associated expectationo 
Let us define for every Be B(L2(~hi)) 
-itH l 
tXI1 [t](B) = e I B e 
itHI1 
and 
1 -2nRHil -'1 -2~ 1 
WI (B) = ( tr e ) tr(B e I ) 
As in the free case, for 
E 0 
I is the 
~I1(t] is independent of I and 1 and gives a group of 
C *-automorphism in Jl.. We call d.. t this independent value. 
We now state the main resulto 
Theorem 4 .. '1 Let Jt be the local algebra for the interacting 
fieldo There exists a state W invariant under rf... t 
for any B and C inJt. W(B·(Xt(C)) is analytic in the 
strip -2rrR < Im t < 0 and bounded and continuous in 
-2'NR ~ Im t ~ 0, and satisfies the KMS condition on the 
boundary 
for real t. 
Furthermore if B is in the subalgebra generated by 
operators of the form 0( t (F) where t belongs to a fixed 
finite interval and FE. ~(Jl) for a fixed bounded .fL then 
W (B) = lim lim WI 1 (B) 
1-)o. oo I~ R 
Moreover W is also invariant under the induced action of the 
De Sitter group on Jt . 
..,. 22 ..., 
This theorem is proved in the same way as th~ correspond-
ing theorem in the flat case [ 1] .. The convergence I -7 IR goes 
exactly as in the free case and the convergence 1~ oo is 
actually trivial due to the cutoff function (cosh ~;-2 in 
(4o2). By what we have said above we also got the follqwing 
theorem 
Theorem 4.2 The Wightman functions Wn (x1 ••• xn) for the 
interacting scalar field on the De Sitter universe of radius R 
in two space-time dimensions are well defined for all the 
events x1 ••• xn in the De Sitter universe that are 
simultaneously within the visible universe of some obserVer. 
Wn(x1 .... xn) are invariant under the De Sitter group and 
llii.th they are analytic in the h;yperstrip 
0 > Im t 1 ;; •. > Im tn > -21TR. 
Let the Schwinger function Sn(w1 ••• wn) ne the value§ 
of wn at the imaginary time axis' then sn \~J !I' .. wn) i~ 
- •·,,-, 
defined for any W 1 .... wn on the sphere of radius R a.ri.a 
Sn Cw1 ~ ~ ~ W n) is actually invariant under rotations of thl~ 
sphere~ Moreover 
[sn(W1 ... Wn)f1(W1) ••• fn(wn) dW1 ••• ~ = 
Eo! 1f ~(f.) 
lj=1 J 
e- {: V(~(<.l)) : dWJ 
or -J: V(~(w)) 
E le dW l 
.J 
where the expectation is tru~en w.r.t. the generalized Gaussian 
process ~ (LO) with mean zero and covariance given by the 
-A is the invariant 
s 
laplacian on the sphere, d W is the invariant measure on the 
sphere and : V(~(~)) : is the Wick ordering with respect to 
-this gaussian process on the sphere .. 
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